FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Uniflight Global expands avionics support to fixed
wing aircraft in response to market demand
May 8, 2020 – Grand Prairie, TX – Uniflight Global, LLC, a growing network of industry leading multi-location
OEM-authorized helicopter service centers, is renowned for providing the highest quality of maintenance,
repair, and overhaul (MR&O) services. Uniflight Global has recently made the decision to expand its product
and service offerings to include fixed-wing aircraft avionics.
“Interestingly enough, we supported helicopter and fixed-wing avionics since our inception in 2008 as Northeast
Avionics,” which was later combined with Uniflight Global in 2011 creating its West Penn (UNI-WP) location,
according to Dan Mansfield, Accountable Manager at UNI-WP.
In 2017, Uniflight Global developed, installed into a Cessna 206, and integrated with the rest of the
avionics/communications suite, a Tactical Flight Officer (TFO) station for a law enforcement (LE) client who
adopted this new product into their entire fixed-wing fleet. “The TFO station’s popularity has risen over time
with both the Law Enforcement community and the OEMs” added Mansfield.
In June 2019, Uniflight Global appointed Kimberley Christianson to lead the avionics and aircraft completions
business. Ray Weiser, Vice President of Sales for Uniflight Global, stated: “Kim’s vast knowledge and depth of
experience with design and integration have earned her a reputation for quality with a strong following of loyal
customers who operate both rotary and fixed-wing aircraft in very demanding missions.”
Over the past decade, Uniflight has converted a number of analog aircraft to digital and glass cockpit
technology. “The influx of new business as a result of recent wins to upgrade both government and private
sector fixed-wing aircraft offers testament to our focus on and support of fixed-winged platforms,” added
Weiser.
For more information please contact Ray Weiser at rweiser@uniflight.com or (716) 341-2981.
About Uniflight Global LLC:
At UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL we Fix, Fly and Finance helicopters. Over 37 years, the legacy businesses that form
UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL have earned a well-deserved reputation for the highest standards in flight services and
aircraft availability; completions and customizing; maintenance, repair and overhaul; and logistics support. We
provide these services using a highly consultative and advisory approach to custom-tailor appropriate
equipment and support solutions to match the mission profile. UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL is an authorized service
center for Airbus, Bell and Leonardo Helicopters. UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL holds multiple Civil Aviation Authority
certifications, including DGAC, EASA and FAA Part 145 Repair Stations at two locations: Belle Vernon, PA, and
Grand Prairie, TX; FAA Part 135 Air Taxi operating certificate in Rome, NY. UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL has sales offices in

Buffalo, NY; Grand Prairie, TX; Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, PA; and Washington, DC, as well as a global network
of partners throughout the value chain that we regularly access on our customers' behalf. At UNIFLIGHT
GLOBAL, our Core Values form the acronym: "I CARE": Integrity, Commitment, Accountability, Respect and
Excellence. UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL: THE GOLD STANDARD IN AVIATION SOLUTIONS. For more information please
call (972) 623-3444 or visit our web site: www.uniflight.com

